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ABSTRACT. Using Ath power means in the case X a 1, it is proven that the

Chebyshev constant for any compact set in R , real Euclidean n-space, is equal

to the radius of the spanning sphere.   When X > 1, the Chebyshev points of order

m fot all nt 2 1 are unique and coincide with the center of the spanning sphere.

For the case X = 1, it is established that Chebyshev points of order m tot a

compact set E in /?- are unique if and only if the cardinality of the intersec-

tion of E with its spanning circle is greater than or equal to three.

1. Introduction.   The transfinite diameter and the Chebyshev constant, two

set functions originally defined in the complex plane by Fekete [3] using a geo-

metric averaging process, can be generalized by choosing different averaging proc-

esses.   This approach was used by Pólya and Szegö [7] who considered certain

compact sets in Ry R2, and R? (Rn being real Euclidean «-space) and calcu-

lated their transfinite diameters and Chebyshev constants for Ath power averages.

In this paper we restrict ourselves to the consideration of calculating the

Chebyshev constant in the À > 1 averaging process, but we obtain results valid

for all compact sets in R^.   Specifically the main theorem in §3 proves that the

Chebyshev constant for any compact set in Rn is equal to the radius of the span-

ning sphere.   Moreover it is established there that for the case A > 1, the

Chebyshev points of order m tot all to > 1 are unique and coincide with the cen-

ter of the spanning sphere.   For the case A. = 1, the Chebyshev points of order m,

m>l, ate unique in R2 if and only if the cardinality of the intersection of the

compact set and its spanning circle is greater than or equal to three.

To develop the techniques for the proof of the main theorem we are led to a

consideration of two topics.   One concerns some geometric properties of point

sets, and the other deals with a problem known in the literature as Steiner's

problem.   These are treated in §2.   Although the main theorem is proved for R ,

we shall discuss the aforementioned topics in R2 in order to avoid unnecessary

notational complications, noting the modifications necessary to extend the con-

cepts to higher dimensions.   Theorems denoted by letter are well known;
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theorems denoted by number are the work of the author.

I wish to express appreciation to Professor Theodore J. Rivlin for his gui-

dance and encouragement during the preparation of this paper.

2. Geometric preliminaries and Steiner 's problem.

I.   Let E be a compact/1) set in R2.   The boundary of the disc of smallest

radius which contains E will be called the spanning circle of E and will be

denoted by CE.

Theorem A.   The spanning circle of E is unique and it either (1) contains

two boundary points of E which are at the ends of a diameter of the circle, or (2)

contains three boundary points of E which form an acute triangle.

Theorem A may be found as a problem (with solution) in Yaglom [8].

If R denotes the radius of CE, we have

(1) d(E) < 2R

where d(E) denotes the diameter of E.   Thus d(E)/2 provides a lower bound for

R.   An upper bound was given by H. W. E. Jung [5].

(2) R < ¿(E)V3~/3

We note that we have equality in (1) whenever the cardinality of E n CE is

two, and equality in (2) whenever F is an equilateral triangle.

The concept of a spanning circle can be generalized to n dimensions by con-

sideration of the n-dimensional ball of smallest radius which contains a compact

set E.   The boundary of such a ball shall be called the spanning sphere of E,

and denoted by SE.

The analogue of Theorem A can be stated as follows:

Theorem 1.   Let E be a compact set in R .   SE  is unique and its center 0'

is in the convex hull of E n cg.

Uniqueness can be established without too much difficulty.   The second

assertion follows from showing that if S is a sphere which encloses E with H as

its center, then if H is not in the convex hull of EDS, the elements of E O S

all lie in some open hemisphere of S.   From this one can easily show that S can-

not be the spanning sphere of E, for a small translation of S could "detach" the

points of E from 5 and hence E O S would be empty.   Thus there would exist a

sphere of smaller radius which encloses E.

(1) This definition, as well as Theorem A is valid for point sets which are merely

bounded, but we shall always restrict our discussion to compact sets.
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We shall be interested in the set E O 5ß.   In R2, Theorem A tells us that

this set contains either a pair of diametrically opposite points, or the vertices of

an acute triangle.   Theorem 1 does not allow us to focus in the same way on some

finite subset of this set.  However we state here the following theorem by Cara-

the'odory.

Theorem B.   Let Q be a subset of R    and 0'  a point in the convex hull of

Q.   Then there exists a subset 2j of Q, containing at most n + 1 points such

that 0*   is in the convex hull of Qy

Thus substituting for Q the set E n 5ß, we see that O* lies in the convex

hull of a subset of E n S£ containing at most n + 1 points.

II.   Let Ay A2,.and A^ be points in the plane.   The problem of determining

a point Q in the plane such that 2?_j|A. - Q\ shall be minimal, where |A . - Q\

denotes the distance from the point A . to the point Q, known as Steiner's prob-

lem, is discussed in Courant and Robbins [l].   The point Q is called the Steiner

point of the triangle.   Our work leads to a consideration of the following related

problem:

If Ay A2, and A? are the vertices of an acute triangle, can we attach non-

negative weights Wy w2, and w^ to the points Ay A2, and A? to make any

given point Q in the interior of triangle AjA2A, a "A-Steiner point"; that is for

A> 1, the point Q = P minimizes the function

(3) í>flVPtX
¿=i

for all choices of P in the plane, when u. = w,

This problem can be related to one in approximation theory as follows: Let E

be a compact set in the complex plane C, and let p be a positive measure on C.

We denote the identity function by ¡(z) and ask, "What is the best approximation

in p-norm, p > 1, to ¡(z) on E from the subspace consisting of the constant func-

tions?"  Thus we are asked to find some constant Q such that

(4) ¡\¡(z)-P\Pdp>¡\l(z)-Q\"dp

tot all constants P.

Now, if we choose E to be the finite set of points {Ay A2, A^j and choose

the measure p to assign the weights zz¿ at A¿, i = 1, 2, 3, then wë see that set-

ting p = À, the left-hand side of (4) is identical to the function (3).

Looking at the Steiner-type problem in terms of an approximation problem

enables one to use the following theorem.
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Theorem C.(2)  For p>l, the condition

3

(*) Z ^;-Olí,"1sgñ«.(A.-e)P = 0
f=l

for every P in C implies (A).

Theorem 2.   u{ > 0, i = 1, 2, 3, may be chosen so as to satisfy (*).

Proof.   Since Q is in triangle AXA2A^ we may write Q using its barycentric

coordinates relative to the points Aj, A2, and A,.   Thus Q = 2?=1A.A. with

i=l\' = * anc* since Q *s ^n tne interior of A AjAj'A,, A¿ > 0, i = 1, 2, 3.

Hence 2?=1 A.(A . - Q) = 0 and also 23=1A¿(A¿ - 2) = 0.  Set

(5) u. m w. = A¿ \A. - Q\2-P    for ¿=1,2,3.

Then

3       _       3 _

o = Z A/vë) = S t,.|A.-q\"-2(â~Tq)
z'=l j=l

^Z^í-er^^f-e)-
i=l

Hence 2?=1 i^.|A . - Q I""1 sgñ(A . _ Q)P = 0 for ail P e C.

Thus we have found a set of positive weights given by (5) such that Q = P

minimizes the function (3).

We now discuss how the aforegoing ideas are realized in R  .   In n-dimen-

sional space the Steiner-type problem we are interested in becomes:

If Aj, A2,..., Ak, 2 < k <n + 1, are k points in Rn, can we attach non-

negative weights wx, w2, — , wk to the points Aj, A2,..., A^ so as to make

any given point Q in the convex hull of (Aj, A2, • • •, Afcj a "A-Steiner point,"

i.e., for A > 1, Q = P minimizes a function of the form

(6) I>f!Vplx
1=1

for all choices of P in R    when a. = w., where IA . - Pi denotes the Euclidean
n ii '   i '

distance from the point A¿ to P?

The approximation theory analogue can be stated as follows:

Let E be a compact set in R    and let p be a positive measure on Rn.   Con-

sider the space of continuous functions whose domain is E and whose range lies

(2) The condition stated is both necessary and sufficient for the best approximation

in the case p > 1 (see Dunford and Schwartz   [2]).   For the case p = 1, see Kripke and

Rivlin [6].
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in some inner product space H.  This space, which we denote by C(E; H) can be

made into a normed linear space in various ways.   We shall define a norm as fol-

lows: Ufe C(E; H), then by \\f\\p, p > 1, we shall mean (fE \f(x)\P dp)l/P where

|/(x)| denotes the inner-product space norm of the range value f(x).

If V is a finite-dimensional s.ubspace of C(E; H) we may pose an approxima-

tion problem by asking: Given / e C(E; H).  What is a best approximation Q to f

in p-norm out of V?   I.e., find a Q e V such that ||/- X||   > ||/-ß|L or equiva-

lently

(7) fE |/(x) - P(x)|» dp > fE \f(x) - Q(x)\P dp

tot all P e V.

A sufficient condition for best approximation is

(8) f   |/(x) - Q(x)\»'\p(x), sgn(/(x) - Q(x)))dp = 0
JE

tot all P e V.  Its proof follows along the lines of the proof of Theorem C with the

use of the Schwarz inequality on the inner product.  (We note here that we extend

the definition of sgn to vectors by: If s e Rn, we define sgn s = s/||s|| for s ¡¿ 0

and sgn s = 0 for s = 0.)

Now we take E to be the finite set of points {A,, A2,..., A, ¡ and choose

the measure p to assign the weights u. at A , z = 1, 2, • • •, k.   Let H be ¿-dimen-

sional complex space with the inner-product defined by: If z = (z y z2,..., z, )

eH and u = (uy u2, • • ■, zzfe) e H, then, (z, u) = S*_j2;z7¿.   Let / be the identity

function on E and let the subspace V consist of the constant functions.   Then,

setting p = A, the left-hand side of (7) becomes S^=1|A . - P\xu. which is identi-

cal to the function (6).   The sufficiency condition (8) becomes

(9) Z "I.l^;-eli'"1(P,sgn(A.-e)) = 0
1=1

for all constants P.

Theorem 2 is valid in Rfí by choosing

(10) «i = wi = *i\Ai-Q\2~P    for i.1,2,...,i

where the A.'s are the barycentric coordinates of Q relative to the points Ay

Ay..., A^, and \A{ - Q \ denotes Euclidean distance.

3. Chebyshev constant and Chebyshev points.  Let E be a compact set in

R .  Let Xj, X2,... ,Xm be m points (m > 1) of RR.  Consider the function:

^(E) =   min    max fi V \X - X.|*1 ̂,      A 4 0,
in l~' J
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where |X - X.\ denotes the Euclidean distance between X and X¿.  It can be

shown (see Hille [A]) that lim        rfA;(E) exists, and this limit is called the Xth

power average Chebyshev constant for E, and denoted by y^7(E).

The case when A = 0 corresponds to the geometric averaging process.   In

that case we have

A*\v\ ■ /A .~    - i\1/n
f_   \t ) =   min    max

X.eR    XeE (ni*-*,i)\i=i      *

One can also show that limm_>oo7'^0)(E) exists.   Choosing the points Xj, X2,...,

Xm to lie in the complex plane rather than in R , Fekete [3] in 1923, originally

defined the Chebyshev constant of a compact set E by this limit.   One notes the

value r^°7(F) is the mth root of the norm of the Chebyshev polynomial of degree

m tot E—that is, the monic polynomial of degree m of minimal maximum norm on E.

Hence the name "Chebyshev constant" for this limit.

Points X|, XJ,..., X*   such that

rttVrt    _fi>(£) = max T-£ |X-X*|*T
XeE im £î '   J

are called Chebyshev points of order m for E.

The calculation of x'*te) where £ is a set consisting of two points, an

interval, a circle, a disc, a sphere, and a ball can be found in Pólya and Szegö

[7].  We look only at the case when A > 1, but will now ptove two theorems valid

for all compact sets in R .

The main theorem may be stated as follows:

Theorem 3.   Lei E be a compact set in R .   Let SE be the spanning sphere

of E.   Then x(*\E) = R for A > 1, where R  is the radius of SE.

Proof.   Let 0'  be the center of Sp.   Placing X = O*  for i = 1, 2, • • •, m

gives

r«\E)<max\±£\X-^T/XJ±mR*YX = R.

Our excursion into the geometric preliminaries and the Steiner problem helps

to establish the reverse inequality.

We have noted that the center O*  lies in the convex hull of at most n + 1

points of EnSg.   Let this set be denoted by \AX, A2,.. •, Afe| where 2 < k <

n + 1.  Now suppose X*   i = 1, 2, • • •, m, is a set of Chebyshev points of order

m tot E.   Then
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(ID

'\E)=max(-T \X-X*A

max (if |X-X*|X)
1/X

XeJA.

The maximum of a set of numbers is greater than or equal to any average

function of them.  We shall use a weighted Ath power average.(?)  Thus

r<£\E)>

(12)

Ul(m-'2"L, |Af-xY) + a>-lZ™, K-X*|X)+ ... + «>-'2™, |A-X*|X)
1 ï-I 'II' 2 r=l  '    2 il k t~l '   k        t*

2*   a.
r*   i

in

(13)

Rearranging terms, the right-hand side of (12) becomes

-1 2*    a.|A. -X*|» + B-l 2*    a.|A.- X*|* + ... + m-1 2*    »JA -X*
7*1    ;'   ; 1 ' /■!    7    7 2 7_1    7    7        m

2*. a.
;»'   7

1/A

We choose u. = w., j = I, 2, • • •, k, such that the point 0* is the "A-Steiner

point", as in accordance with (10) with Q = 0 . The last "expression (13) thus is

greater than or equal to

-12k_,w.\A.-0'\X + m-12k ,w.\A.-0'\X + ...+m'l^k_,u,.\A.-0'\>:

2*_, w.
7-1      7

1/X

m'^ml^w^A.-O'^

2k ,w.
7=1      7

1/X

R.

Hence r(x)(E) = R for every m and x(*^£) = R-   The bounds for R in the «-dimen-

sional case are given by Jung [5]:

(14) . a"(E)/2 < R < (n/2(n + l))1/2d(E)..

Having established the value of the Chebyshev constant, we now look at the

(3) Let u. >0, i = 1, 2, • • •, n.   The function A.^Xxy x2, • • • , xn; Uy u2, • •• , un) =

[(ï"_, u Jü/t*. u J1    , X / 0, is called a weighted Xth-power average of Xy x2, • • •, x

with respect to the weights u;, u2, • • •, u •   (If for some i, x- = 0 and X < 0 then we set

A(x)(xvx2, ••■,xn;uvu2,---,un) = 0.)
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question of uniqueness of Chebyshev points.   We have the following result:

Theorem 4.   For A > 1, the Chebyshev points of order m for E are unique

and are X* = 0' for i = 1, 2,. •., m.

Proof.   We note from Theorem 3 that the set X* = 0'  for i = 1, 2, ■ • •, m is

indeed a set of Chebyshev points of order m lot E.   The approximation problem,

being a problem in a finite dimensional space with p-norm, p =*A > 1 admits a

unique solution.   Thus there exist weights w., w2, • • •, w.   such that

Z*ylV*|A>Z*yIV°'|A
;=1 y=l

for X 4 0 , when u. = w..   Hence for arbitrary X, i = 1, 2, • • •, m, X¿ 4 0*  for

every i, the expression (13) (with X¿  written in place of X?) is strictly greater

than

11A

(15)

Therefore

«-1 2* , u-.lA.-O'f + iB-* 2*    u/.|A.-0,|X + "- + m"'1 2*    w\A.-0'
;*•    )    I 1=1    1    J I'll

2*  .u/.
;=1    ;

.R.

[~1    "L il VA8»pS|x"x',j    >ß

and thus the unique Chebyshev points are X? = 0    for i = 1, 2, • • •, w.

For A = 1, the best approximation problem does not necessarily yield a unique

solution, so we must examine that case separately.   The uniqueness question in

R2 (or C) is characterized by the following theorem.

Theorem 5.   In R2, for A = 1, rie Chebyshev points of order m for E are

unique if and only if the cardinality of E C\CE  is greater than or equal to three.

Proof.   Let E O Cß = [Aj, A2, A?i.   We refer to Theorem C and look at a best

approximation in the p = A = 1 case.   The theorem states that in order that

i=i t=i

for all P £ C, it is sufficient that

3

(16) y,uiPs-gK(A.-Q) = 0
i=l

for all P in C.   (Note, igïï a.(A . - Q) = Igñ(A . - Q),)

In the proof of Theorem C one develops the conditions:
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(17) ¿ ut\A . - Q| = ¿ « .(A . - P) ig-n (A,. - fi).
i=l i=l

Since the left-hand side is real and positive, the right-hand side must also

be.  Hence

(18) arg

Now

3

rzu,-p)sgñ(A.-e)l =

5>.(A.-P)igE(A.-e)<
1=1

3

5>/A.-P)sg5(A.-e)
:al

3

<Z«*lVpl*
1=1

The last inequality on the right is strict unless either (1) A . _ P = 0 for all i,

or (2) arg[(A . - P) sga(Ai - Q)] is the same for all i.  Possibility (1) can never

happen since this would imply that A = (A j, A2, A,) is the same vector as P =

(P, P, P) which is not the case since the A .'s are distinct points.  In view of

(18) possibility (2) states that arg[(A¿ - P) sgü(A¿ - Q)] = 0 for all i.   Thus,

arg(A.- P) + argsgri(A.-£)) = 0   or    arg(A. - P) - arg(A; - Q) = 0.

Thus there exists p 4 0  such that (A¿ - P) = ¡i(Aj -Q).   Substituting in (17) we

have

Z «Mi - Q\ = Z «¿r»ui - Q) sp W, - ß)
1=1 1=1

or

Z"iMf-el = í'Z«íK--ei>i=i i=i

Hence p = 1 and A{-Q = A.- P or P = Q.  Using the fact that 0' is in the

convex hull of AAjA2A, we can attach weights w^, w2, and w, to Aj, A2, and

A, such that

(i9) Z«Mi-x\>2;ui\A. -o'|
f=i i=i

when a¿ = i¿»¿.   (If AAjA2A, is a right triangle we attach the weight zero to the

vertex of die right angle.) If one repeats the proof of Theorem 4 with A = 1 con-

dition (19) shows that the inequality from (13) to (15) remains strict.  Thus the

Chebyshev points of order m tot those sets described in the hypothesis are z.

= 0 , for i m 1, 2, « • •, tn, and this set is unique.
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We now turn our attention to the case where the cardinality of E D C£ is

equal to two.  Let E O Cg = {P, p'j.

Consider the set ë of all ellipses with major axis PP'.  Let ME e & be the

ellipse of largest eccentricity which encloses E.  We shall call ME the spanning

ellipse of E.  If we denote the eccentricity of  M£ by e, we note that if the

cardinality of E O CE is equal to two, then e > 0.   (For those sets such that the

cardinality of E n CE is greater than or equal to three we have e = 0 and ME

coincides with Cg.) From the remark following (2), we have d(E) - 2R.   Thus if

we designate the foci of M£  by F and F    and its center by 0 , then the length

of the segments 0 F and OF    is c = Re.   If m is even we let

(20)

Í0'+a\    z'= l,2,...,w/2,

0   - d,    i = m/2 + 1, • •., m,

where the points 0'   ± a" are translations of the point 0'  along the major axis

PP'.  Then

- max V \z - « J = - max fe \z - (0* + d)\ +£ |* - (0' - aO|l.
m zeE fri '      m z€E [2 2 J

Now the ellipse with foci at 0  + d and 0   - d tot d < c has eccentricity

smaller than or at most equal to (in the case d = c) the eccentricity of ME.   Thus

if d <c, then for every z in E, z ¿ P, P', we have

\z-(0'+ d)\ + \z-(0'-d)\<2R    and    \P - (0' + d)\ + \P - (0' - d)\ = 2R.

It d = c then for every z in E we have

\z-(0' +c)\ + \z-(Q' -c)\<2R

with equality for z = P, P .  Hence

imaxfc|z-(0'+a-)|+^|z-(0'-a-)|l=i(2R)=R.

Thus the set (20) for any d <c - Re is a set of Chebyshev points of even order m

fot E.

One can show that the set

10' +d,   tot ¿=l,2,...,U-0/2,
0', for i = (m+ l)/2,

0' - d,    tot i = (m + 3)/2,- • •, m,

for any d <c = Re is a set of Chebyshev points of odd order m tot E.
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We note finally that Theorem 5 includes the case of R j since for any com-

pact set E in Rx, E n CE = {a, b) where b = taax%eEx and a - miaxeEx.   Thus

Chebyshev points of order m, m > 1 fqr any set E in R j are not unique.
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